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Raspberry Pi Update 
By Jackie F. Woldering, Ph.D. 

 

   The credit-card sized Raspberry Pi single-board computer has been part of our computing landscape 

since the introduction of Model A and Model B on February 29th, 2012.  Both models were based on the 

Broadcom BCM2835 “System-on-a-Chip” (SoC) Advanced RISC Machine ARMv6 Central Processing Unit 

(CPU) and a VideoCore IV Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) and provided a modest 256 MB memory (later 

increased to 512 MB for the Model B).  These early models communicated via Universal Serial Bus (USB) 

2.0 (1 port for A, 2 for B) with keyboard, mouse, and other USB devices, sent video via HDMI and 

Composite Video connectors, and passed analog sound through a standard 3.5 mm audio jack.  Each had 

a Secure Digital (SD) card slot to hold an operating system chip, and used Mobile Industry Processor 

Interface (MIPI) connectors for Camera Serial Interface (CSI) and Display Serial Interface (DSI).  Both A and 

B had a 26-pin set of General Purpose Input / Output (GPIO) pins for connection to various external 

displays, buttons, lights, sensors, actuators, relays, Hardware Attached on Top (HAT) boards, etc.  Only 

the Model B had an Ethernet 10/100 Mbps network connector.  Both were powered by a 5 volt supply at 

less than 1 Amp and ran at 700 MHz.  Model A cost $25 USD, while Model B had a $35 USD price tag. 

   In 2014, upgraded versions of both the Model A and B were introduced, combining the formerly separate 

composite video and audio jacks into one Tip-Ring-Ring-Sleeve (TRRS) 3.5 mm connector, adding 14 more 

GPIO pins for a total of 40, and going from an SD to a micro-SDHC card slot.  Dubbed the A+ and B+, these 

models also used slightly less power than their predecessors while still running at 700 MHz, and had a 

lower target price of $20 for the A+ and $35 (later $25) for the B+.  The B+ had 4 USB ports and 512 MB 

RAM, while the A+ had 1 USB port and initially 256 MB RAM, increased to 512 MB RAM as of May 4, 2016.   

   Also during 2014, the Raspberry Pi Foundation introduced a Compute Module, intended as a bus-based 

version of the Model B+, with all interfacing implemented via a 200-pin DDR2 SO-DIMM connector, and 

operating system stored on a built-in 4 GB flash drive, rather than a separate SD or micro-SDHC card.  This 

form factor allows for attachment to computing resources directly via the SO-DIMM bus, and for the 

possibility of multiple compute modules to be used in a cluster arrangement.  When placed into the 

Raspberry Pi Compute I/O board, which includes HDMI, USB, micro-USB, 2 CSI, and 2 DSI interfaces, and 

access to 120 Input / Output header connector pins, the unit can be integrated into an embedded design 

or other industrial engineering application.  At $30 for the compute module, and $70 for the I/O dev kit, 

when released in April, 2014, this was one of the smallest and cheapest computing units available to date. 

   The Raspberry Pi 2 Model B came out in February, 2015, at a price of $35 USD, but with some serious 

CPU and memory improvements.  The 2B is based on a Broadcom BCM2836 SoC running 32-bit ARMv7 

Cortex-A7 quad-core at 900 MHz.  While keeping the same basic form factor and port arrangement as the 

earlier Model B+, the Model 2B increased RAM to 1 GB.  The improved processor arrangement and speed 

of the Raspberry Pi 2 Model B represents about a 6-fold processing power increase over the older B+. 

   Later that year, in November, 2015, the Raspberry Pi Zero was introduced.  This model is stripped down 

to its bare essentials, measuring only 2-1/2” wide by 1-1/8” deep by ¼” high, with just enough connectors 

and computing power to build into something more ambitious.  It is based on the same single-core 

BCM2835 ARMv6 as Model A, A+, B, B+ and the Compute Module, but runs at 1 GHz with 512 MB RAM. 
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The Pi Zero has miniaturized everything, and includes one micro-USB port for power, a second one for a 

USB 2.0 device or hub, a mini-HDMI port (including sound-over-HDMI capability), and a micro-SDHC slot 

to hold the flash memory card containing the operating system.  There are holes for a 40-pin GPIO header 

at the back of the board, but no pins are installed there, both to keep the overall form factor and the cost 

at a minimum.  A later version of the PC board, Version 1.3, introduced in May, 2016, also has a 15-pin 

MIPI CSI slot for the addition of a camera.  The Pi Zero, which is operating system compatible with its 

larger siblings, is intended as an experimenter’s board; one to be built into a larger device such as a retro 

gaming console or a word clock, or used perhaps to control a mundane function like a heating and cooling 

system or a traffic light.  The most amazing part of the Pi Zero is a price tag of $5, which makes it almost 

a disposable commodity if an experiment should go wrong and fry the electronics on the board! 

   The latest version of the Model B line debuted on the fourth anniversary of the introduction of the 

original.  On February 29th, 2016, the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B came out, still at the same price point of $35, 

but now based on a Broadcom BCM2837 1.2 GHz 64-bit quad-core ARMv8 architecture.  It has a similar 

component layout as the RPi 2 Model B, but now has built-in Bluetooth 4.1 and Ethernet 802.11n 10/100 

Mbps Wireless Internet (WiFi) capability.  Again, with the faster speed and improved processor, the Pi 3 

provides a 50% boost in computing power over the Pi 2 and is about 10 times as powerful as a Model B. 

   During the past four and a half years, entire cottage industries have sprung up to build supporting gear 

for the Raspberry Pi.  While the Raspberry Pi Foundation itself commissions various peripherals, 

companies like Adafruit Industries, C4 Labs, Pimoroni, Ltd., Sainsmart Technologies, 4D Systems and 

individual designers such as Gert van Loo, Limor Fried and Ben Heck have brought forth a multitude of 

interesting and useful Pi HATs, screens, cameras, lighting displays, cases, input devices, power supplies, 

designer breadboards, experiment kits, wiring harnesses, software defined radio units, and every kind of 

electronic device that you could imagine.  Most unique electronics are connected through the 40-pin GPIO 

bus directly to the infrastructure of the Pi, but many personal computer peripherals using USB, HDMI, 

composite video, sound or Ethernet standards likely can be used directly or easily adapted for R-Pi usage. 

    I have found some products particularly valuable and useful in conjunction with the Raspberry Pi.  The 

Official Raspberry Pi 7” Touchscreen 800 x 480 RGB LCD Display, released in September, 2015, provides 

an interactive screen in a portable format plus an interface board, mounting hardware, cables and 

connectors.  The interface card and a Raspberry Pi are mounted on the back of the color display, with the 

card being connected to the Pi via a ribbon cable to the Pi’s DSI port.  The Pi and interface card can be 

connected using jumpers from Pi GPIO pins for 5 Volts and Ground to similar pins on the interface card.  

This negates the need for a second power supply for the interface card and screen.  A plastic enclosure is 

also available that fastens to the screen housing to create a solid interactive portable display unit. 

   One of the earlier peripheral offerings from the Raspberry Pi Foundation was a camera module that 

hooks directly into the CSI port on the Pi.  Introduced in May, 2013, the Version 1 camera had a resolution 

of 5 Megapixels and can be used to take still color images or act as a webcam.  Later that year, in October, 

the NOIR version of the camera was introduced with added capabilities of taking infrared images or for 

night vision use.  In April, 2016, Version 2 of both cameras came out, now with 8 Megapixel resolution.  

These cameras had been useable since the earliest Pi Model A and B, but in 2016 the Raspberry Pi Zero 

added a CSI port while still holding the cost at $5 USD.  Although a smaller cable is required to connect 

the camera to the Pi Zero, still it comes in at a lower overall cost to use with a camera versus a Model 3.  

The Pi Zero, WiFi module and camera make an ideal setup for a web-based video home security system. 
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   One of the most versatile expansion boards for the Pi is the Sense HAT.  It combines an 8 x 8 RGB LED 

light matrix with a 5-button joystick and includes the following sensors: gyroscope, accelerometer, 

magnetometer, temperature, barometric pressure and humidity.  Using their library of Python language 

commands, I wrote a small program to run at system startup to scroll the IP address across the LED matrix.  

This is useful when the Pi is acquiring an otherwise unknown IP address in the computer lab or at home.  

The sensor array and associated code make it easy to monitor environmental conditions and movement. 

   Cases from C4 Labs have turned out to be well engineered, laser cut, sturdy, and relatively inexpensive.  

The company has a variety of cases for not just the basic Pi, but with various add-ons such as the Sense 

HAT, several small touch screens, a case with a breadboard for the Pi Zero and more, all in a variety of 

finishes that add an artistic touch to the basic Pi circuitry.  When the Pi 3 came out, the lights had been 

moved and it required a different Official Raspberry Pi case, which I discovered no long accommodated 

the Sense HAT.  Dustin Smith’s C4 Labs case fit perfectly, with only a 40-pin extension needed to complete. 

   One other tool that I’ve found very useful is the Adafruit 954 USB-TTL Serial Debug/Console Cable.  It 

allows connection from the USB port on a PC directly into the power and serial I/O GPIO pins of the Pi.  

With a couple of lines of code to activate the UART, the communication program Putty and the Adafruit 

954, I can power the headless Pi and access the serial port at 115,200 bps with my PC as a control console! 

   At the Raspberry Pi Foundation website, one can find a variety of operating systems for use in several 

environments and for various purposes.  The primary OS is Raspbian Jessie, a derivative of Debian Linux 

for the Pi, with a current release dated May 27, 2016 and based on kernel Version 4.4.  Raspbian Jessie 

and Raspbian Jessie Lite are tailored for general-purpose use, and the Lightweight Desktop Environment 

(LXDE) desktop contains links to Libre Office, programming languages such as Java, Python, Scratch, 

Mathematica, Wolfram Language and Sonic Pi, Python games, Minecraft Pi, a number of accessories such 

as calculator, file manager, terminal and text editor, as well as Internet tools, help options, and 

preferences.  Of course, you can easily add any Linux programs you desire to the desktop using apt-get. 

   Other operating systems available from the Raspberry Pi site include New Out-Of-Box Software 

(NOOBS), for those who want the simplest installation and setup experience, as well as Ubuntu Mate, 

Ubuntu Core, Windows 10 IOT Core, OSMC, LibreELEC, Pinet, RISC OS and Weather Station.  Each of these 

has its own specialized focus, with Windows 10 Internet of Things (IOT) geared toward sensor input 

processing, RISC OS allowing deeper access to the Reduced Instruction Set Computer core, and Weather 

Station acting as an input monitoring, processing and output device for environmental information. 

   The Pi and accessories are available in the U.S. through Adafruit Industries, Allied Electronics, Arrow 

Electronics, Atoms Industries, C4 Labs, MCM Electronics, Micro Center and Newark Electronics.  In the 

United Kingdom, Farnell/Element 14, Pimoroni, Pi Supply, The Pi Hut and RS Electronics are good sources. 

   Along with the Raspberry Pi organization site, there are a multitude of supporting publications, such as 

the monthly ‘glossy’ magazine MagPI, Kolban’s Book on Raspberry Pi, the Raspberry Pi Project Book, etc. 

See the reference page for a short list and some excellent introductory articles on the Raspberry Pi. 

   The United Kingdom-based Raspberry Pi Foundation, a charitable organization headed by Eben and Liz 

Upton, continues to refine and improve their offerings, so don’t be surprised if newer and faster models 

will soon be offered with more and better features.  Don’t forget to share the information and insights 

you gather with other interested minds as you keep on exploring and building those Raspberry Pi projects! 
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Raspberry Pi Update – Reference List 

Information Source Website Address 

Foundation Website: www.raspberrypi.org 

Raspberry Pi FAQs: www.raspberrypi.org/help/faqs 

Wikipedia Article: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raspberry_Pi 

Raspberry Pi History: http://elinux.org/RPi_General_History 

Raspberry Pi Books: www.raspberrypi.org/blog/tag/books 

More R-Pi Books: www.linuxlinks.com/article/20160328051718621/RaspberryPiBooks.html 

The MagPi Magazine: www.raspberrypi.org/magpi 

R-Pi Projects Book: www.raspberrypi.org/magpi-issues/Projects_Book_v1.pdf 

MagPi Essentials: www.raspberrypi.org/blog/tag/the-magpi 

Operating Systems: www.raspberrypi.org/downloads 

Raspbian Linux FAQ: www.raspbian.org/RaspbianFAQ 

Astro Pi (Sense HAT): https://astro-pi.org 

 

Equipment Source Website Address 

4D Systems  www.4dsystems.com.au 

Adafruit Industries: www.adafruit.com 

Allied Electronics: www.alliedelec.com 

Arrow Electronics: www.arrow.com 

Atoms Industries: www.atomsindustries.com 

C4 Labs:  www.c4labs.net 

Farnell/Element 14 www.element14.com 

MCM Electronics: www.mcmelectronics.com 

Micro Center Stores: www.microcenter.com 

Newark Electronics: www.newark.com 

Pimoroni, Ltd.:  www.pimoroni.com 

Pi Supply:  www.pi-supply.com 

RS Components: www.rs-online.com 

SainSmart Technology: www.sainsmart.com 

Spark Fun Electronics: www.sparkfun.com 

The Pi Hut:  www.thepihut.com 


